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Icebreaker	
o  Background:	
•  MSc.	Engineering	Dynamics	&	Control	
•  BEng.	Aerospace	Engineering	
•  Flight	Test	CertiDications	
o  Current	Status:	
•  MaRiSa	Research	Group	@	WMU	
§  Research	Assistant		
§  3rd	Year	PhD	Student	
•  Marie-Curie	Fellow	(MARE-WINT	Project)	
o  Research	Areas:	
•  Risk,	Safety	&	Reliability	Assessments	
•  Risk-Based	Marine	Spatial	Planning	
•  Accident	Investigation	
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Research	Background	
o  Optimizing	use	of	limited	sea-space	
•  Resolving	marine	spatial	conDlicts	between	maritime	&	offshore	renewable	energy	users	
§  Increasingly	challenging	–	e.g.	–	Belgian	part	of	North	Sea	claimed	for	264%	available	space	(SEANERGY	2005)	
•  Balancing	the	navigational	safety	&	energy	efDiciency	requirements	
§  When	is	it	OK	to	re-route	a	shipping	route		for	an	OREI	(if	at	all)?	
§  What	is	an	established	shipping	route?		
•  Requires	use	of	integrated	risk	management	frameworks	&	tools	
§  Cost-beneDit	analysis	an	integral	part	of	decision	making	process	
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Research	Gap	
o  Sophisticated	NRA	&	energy	frameworks/models	already	exist	(Mehdi	&	Schröder-Hinrichs	2016)	
•  Complex	aero-hydro-mechanical	models	to	optimize	OWT	&	OWF	design	
•  Complex	models	to	optimize	OWF	layout	for	energy	&	efDiciency	demands	
•  SigniDicant	literature	on	contact,	collision,	grounding	models	
•  E.g.	of	previous	work	includes	NRA	models	for	bridges,	quays,	oil	platforms	
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Research	Gap	
o  3	broad	improvement	areas	identiDied	through	surveys	&	literature	review:	
•  Harmonization,	Transparency	&	Integration	of	frameworks	
§  Requires	selection	of	‘optimum’	models/methods	that	augment	each	other	effectively		
§  Integration	of	frameworks	to	asses	safety	&	energy	efDiciency	needs	
§  Better	cross-industry	stakeholder	communication	
§  Solution:	Harmonized	(Mehdi	&	Schröder-Hinrichs	2016)	&	Integrated	Risk	Assessment	Frameworks	(Mehdi	et	al.	2017)		
•  Improving	the	quality	of	input	data	to	existing	frameworks	&	models	
§  OREIs	fairly	‘novel’	developments:	certain	lack	of	‘past	knowledge’	&	‘experience’	
–  Leads	to	over-	or	under-estimations	of	navigational	risk	&	inefDicient	use	of	limited	sea-space	
–  May	not	be	reliable	for	‘predictive’	estimates	&	future	case	scenarios	
§  Solution:	Simulator	Studies	(Mehdi	et	al.	2016)	to	improve	prediction	of	navigational	behaviour	
•  Risk	management	tools	for	operational	end-users	
§  Results	of	existing	NRAs	often	not	‘useful’	for	operational	users	
§  Risk	management	does	not	end	after	the	planning/approval	stage!		
§  Solution:	Dynamic	Risk	Decision	Support	System	(Baldauf	et	al.	2016)		
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Proposed	Solutions:	Solution	2	
o  Pilot	case	study:		
•  What	can	be	measured	in	through	observations	in	a	simulator	exercise?		
•  Can	simulator	studies	improve	our	understanding	&	quantiDication	of:	
§  vessel	trafDic	distributions	near	OREI?	
§  safe-passing	distances/CPA	predictions?	
§  Risk	Control	Options’	(RCOs)	effectiveness?	
•  Can	this	augment	existing	AIS	data	predictions?			
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Integrated	Framework	
o  Why:	lack	of	communication	between	OREI	&	maritime	stakeholders	
•  May	lead	to	imbalance	between	safety	&	energy	efDiciency	
§  E.g.	over-design	for	safety	=	inefDicient	use	of	sea-space	for	energy	use	OR	under-design	for	safety	=	increased	navigational	risk		
•  Is	the	cost	of	implementing	a	risk-control	option	offsetting	the	net	beneDits	of	a	wind	farm?		
§  E.g.	are	increased	emissions	from	re-routeing	‘repaid’	over	the	OREI	lifecycle	OR	is	it	cost-effective	to	build	a	OREI	
o  What:	harmonized	framework	+	wind	farm	planning	tool	(e.g.	Wind	&	Economy)	+	green	shipping	tool	+	cost	beneDit	calculator	
•  Complex	framework	accounting	for	Dinancial	&	environmental	cost/beneDits	of	OREIs	&	ships	in	a	sea	area	
§  Cost	components	of	OREI	incl.	installation,	decommissioning,	maintenance	&	operational	costs		
§  Cost	components	of	shipping	incl.	emissions,	maintenance	&	repairs	
o  Future	work:	selecting	the	right	models	to	be	integrated	
•  Publication	expected	in	January	2017	
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Integrated	Framework	
o  Examples	of	models/tools	that	can	be	used	for	framework	
•  Wind	Turbine	Design:	Tools	described	by	MARE-WINT	project	(Ostachowicz	et	al.	2016)	
•  OWF	optimization:	EERA-DTOC	Cluster	tool/Wind	&	Economy	(Giebel	&	Hasager	2016)	
•  OWF	installation/decommissioning:	NIRAS’s	ODIN	Wind	(Gjødvad	&	Ibsen	2016)	
•  OWF	maintenance:	Reliability	&	Preventive	Maintenance	(Martínez	García	et	al.	2016);	‘Strathclyde’	models	(Dalgic	et	al.	2015)	
•  Maritime	Safety:	Harmonized	framework	(Mehdi	&	Schröder-Hinrichs	2016)		
•  Maritime	EfDiciency:	EfDicient	Navigation	Model	(Boukani	2016)	
•  Maritime	Cost	BeneDit	Analysis:	IMO	FSA	Documents		
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Conclusions	
o  OREIs	–	as	an	emerging	technology	–	pose	novel	challenges	for	the	maritime	industry	
o  Existing	tools,	models,	methods	&	frameworks	–	while	robust	–	need	to	be	adapted	further	
•  Increasingly	limited	sea-space	demands	‘lean’	design	to	optimize	safety	&	energy	efDiciency	needs		
•  4	potential	solutions	provided	in	the	current	research:	
§  Harmonized	framework	to	standardise	NRA	process	&	improve	transboundary	planning	
§  Integrated	framework	to	optimized	&	balance	multi-use	of	sea-space	
–  Combines	energy,	economy,	safety	&	(environmental	impact)	calculations	
§  Simulator	studies	to	improve	data	collection	&	quantiDication	
§  DR-DSS	to	improve	risk	communication	to	operational	end-users	&	enhance	safety	of	navigation	around	OREIs	
•  Together,	tools	form	the	basis	of	‘risk-based	planning’	of	OREIs	
o  Future	work	will	involve	quantiDication	&	optimization	of	proposed	framework	
•  In	particular,	inclusion	of	environmental	impact	models	
Thank	You!	
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